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The Hawaiian monk seal, Monachus
schauinslandi Matschie, 1905, has long re-

mained one of the rarest and least known of

marine mammals. Few zoologists have been

able to reach the remote mid-Pacific coral

atolls on which it breeds, and their visits have

been brief. While engaged in zoological stud-

ies in the Leeward Chain of the Hawaiian

Islands, we were able to observe these seals

from aircraft throughout their principal range,

and to make detailed studies of those in-

habiting Midway Atoll, We also landed on

Green Island in Kure Atoll. Our field study

covers the period from November 17, 1956,

to October 11, 1957,
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HISTORY

Sealing expeditions during the middle of

the 19th century reduced the Hawaiian monk

1 Biologists, U. S. Department of the Interior, Fish

and Wildlife Service, Sand Point Naval Air Station,

Seattle 15, Washington. Manuscript received March
3, 1958.

seal population to near extinction. Undoubt-

edly guano diggers, bird hunters, and whalers

further depleted the remnant during the late

1800’s and early 1900’s. In 1824 a sealing

expedition by the brig "Aiona” was thought

to have taken the last monk seal; but after a

''sealing and exploring voyage” to the Lee-

ward Islands between April 26 and August 7,

1859, Capt. N. C. Brooks of the bark "Gam-
bia” returned to Honolulu having . . . "on

board 240 bbls., seal oil, 1,500 skins. . .

During six weeks on Laysan in 1911, Dill and

Bryan (1912) and their party watched for

seals but saw none. They were told by Max
Schlemmer that during the 15 years he had

lived on Laysan, seven seals had been killed.

One of these was the specimen given to

Schauinsland in 1896, upon which Matschie

( 1905 ) based the description of the species.

During subsequent years, the few expeditions

visiting the Leeward Chain reported increas-

ing numbers of seals (Bailey, 1952). For a

more complete historical treatment, see King

(1956).

2 The Polynesian, August 13, 1859- Wequestion this

report for the following reasons: (1) In view of present

populations, if in 1824 the seals were nearly wiped out,

it seems doubtful that 1,500 could have been taken on
a 103“day voyage in 1859- The reported take of seals

indicates an average of about 15 seals per day. During
this period, more than 2,200 miles were covered and
explorations made in uncharted waters. (2) Seals are

characteristically scattered along many miles of beach.

These beaches are difficult of access from the sea.

Skinning seals, scraping and curing skins, collecting

and rendering the blubber of many widely separated

individuals would have been a tremendous undertak-

ing. Therefore, we made a careful search for the journals

and log books of Capt. Brooks. His daughter, Miss

Dorothy Brooks, told us that these were lost in the

San Francisco fire of I906. (3) In spite of the fact that

The Polynesian gives an otherwise detailed report of the

"Gambia’s” voyage and explorations, including ac-

counts of various wildlife species, it mentions seals

only in the lead paragraph, as quoted above.
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Seven monk seals have been captured on

Erench Frigate Shoals, with the assistance of

the U. S. Coast Guard, and one at Pearl and

Hermes Reef. These were held in captivity in

the Honolulu Zoo, the Waikiki Aquarium,

and the San Diego Zoo. One seal is still living

in the Waikiki Aquarium after more than

two and a half years in captivity, and another

in the San Diego Zoo. Others have been kept

for relatively short periods (Table 1).

TAXONOMY

Monk seals are the only phocids of tropical

and subtropical waters. The genus Monachus

is represented by three relict populations with

a widely disjunct distribution. Their probable

origins and relationships have been discussed

by King (1956). It appears that the Mediter-

ranean monk seal, M. monachus, is specifically

distinct from the Caribbean monk seal, M.
tropicalis, and the Hawaiian monk seal, M.

schauinslandi. The differences between the lat-

ter two are slight and have not been verified

by comparison of adequate series of speci-

mens of known sex and age. From the few

specimens we have examined, certain dis-

tinguishing characteristics ascribed to M.
schauinslandi— QsptcidXlj shape of the pal-

ate and the shape of the zygomatic branch of

the squamosal —do not appear to be constant.

The form of the anterior border of the nasals

and the shape of the infraorbital foramen are

the most obvious distinguishing features. The
morphological differences between the Carib-

bean and the Hawaiian monk seals are less

than one would expect in two groups of

animals so widely separated. Further study

may indicate that M. schauinslandi should be

regarded as a race of M. tropicalis,

Monachus is currently recognized as the

only genus of the subfamily Monachinae

(Simpson, 1945). The close relationship be-

TABLE 1

Record of Monk Seals Held in Captivity^

DATE CAPTURED DATE DIED SEX APPROX.

AGE2

WEIGHT,
LBS.

LENGTH,
CM.^

WHERE
HELD

REMARKS

May 12, 1951 August, 1951 juv 1104 143 S. D. Zoo Cause of death un-

determined

May 12, 1951 ad oorCi Honolulu
Zoo

Refused foods; lib-

erated near Kane-
ohe Bay, Novem-
ber, 1951

April, 1955 July, 1956 9 juv 902 Waikiki Aq. Died of ulcers

October, 1955 October, 1957 subad 2006 Waikiki Aq. Postmortem: large

gastric ulcer

August, 1955 9 subad 2306 Waikiki Aq. Alive in November,

1957

September 12, 1956 October 22, 1956 juv 96 131 S. D. Zoo Cause of death un-

determined

September 22, 1956 November 9, 1956 9 subad 1602 1685 S. D. Zoo Acute pneumonia,

vegetative endo-

carditis and peri-

tonitis

July 21, 1957 d’ subad 119' S. D. Zoo Alive in January,

1958

^ All taken at French Frigate Shoals, Territory of Hawaii, except male taken October, 1955, which was captured at Pearl and
Hermes Reef

2 Estimated at capture.
® Measured at death.
^ Eviscerated —estimated total weight 125 lbs.

^ Estimated at death.
•5 Estimated July, 1957.
"^Weighed at capture. Estimated weight 180 lbs., December 31, 1957.
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tween Monachus and the Antarctic phocids of

the subfamily Lobodontinae has been pointed

out by King (1956). Biological similarities,

such as voice and certain aspects of behavior,

are shared by the monk seal and Weddell

seal {Leptonychotes weddelli), while the monk
seal shares with elephant seals {Mirounga) a

unique method of molt. It is evident that the

Monachinae are even more closely related to

the Lobodontinae and Cystophorinae than

previously recorded biological data had indi-

cated, and that the three subfamilies are more

closely related to each other than any one of

them is to the northern *'hair seals” (sub-

family Phocinae). Trouessart (1897) placed

the Antarctic phocids and the monk seals to-

gether in the subfamily Monachinae, an ar-

rangement with which V. B. Scheffer agrees

{in lit.).

distribution

The breeding range of Monachus schatiins-

landi is confined to the islands and atolls of

the Leeward Chain, which extends for 1,200

miles northwestward of the main Hawaiian

Islands, The Leeward Chain consists of two

geologically distinct portions (Bryan, 1942).

In the eastern half are four high volcanic

islands: Nihoa Island, Necker Island, La

Perouse Pinnacle, and Gardner Pinnacles.

These rise precipitously from deep water. The
only extensive area of shallow water is French

Frigate Shoals, a crescent-shaped atoll con-

taining a dozen sand islets, which half sur-

rounds La Perouse Pinnacle. Paty (1857) gave

the following account of a visit to Nihoa on
April 27, 1857, . .on the sand beach ten or

twelve hair seals were found; they didn’t take

much notice of us until His Majesty [King

Kamehameha IV] had shot several, when they

became more scared.” None were seen at

Nihoa between August 7-17, 1940, although

looked for (Vanderbilt and de Schauensee,

1941), and Frank Richardson {in lit) who
visited the island in late 1953 and again in

early 1954 found none. A small breeding

colony occupies French Frigate Shoals. They
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are not reported from Necker or Gardner.

The western half of the Leeward Chain con-

sists of six low coral atolls. From Maro Reef,

where only a few rocks are awash at low tide,

two monk seals were reported in 1951 (Bailey,

1952). Lt. Comdr. D. E. Moritz flew over

Maro Reef twice in October, 1957, and re-

ported seeing no seals. Virtually all Hawaiian

monk seals breed on the outermost five atolls

:

Laysan Island, Lisianski Island, Pearl and

Hermes Reef, Midway Atoll, and Kure Atoll.

Wandering seals are occasionally seen

among the main Hawaiian Islands. At Hilo

Bay, Hawaii, one was killed and eaten by the

natives in 1900 (Henshaw, in Dill and Bryan,

1912). Here, perhaps, is an explanation of the

restricted breeding range in the Leeward

Chain, which had no aboriginal human popu-

lation. Recent reports from waters of the

main islands are shown in Table 2.

environment

Climate

The fairly uniform subtropical maritime

climate at Midway Atoll is typical of the

western half of the Leeward Chain. Tempera-

tures near freezing are unknown. Reef corals

and their associated fauna grow fairly well but

are near the northern limit of their range.

They do not occur north of Kure Atoll. Two
seasons are well marked. Winter, from early

December through March, is characterized by

low temperatures, frequent rains, and winds

which sometimes reach velocities of 90 miles

per hour. These gales cause heavy swells

which break violently over the protecting

reef and result in rough water in the lagoon.

Summer, from April through November, is

warm, very humid, and sunny, with occa-

sional showers. The northeast trade winds

blow quite steadily but mildly, and the sur-

face of the lagoon and ocean is calm. Mean
daily maximum and minimum air tempera-

tures, and mean water temperatures, are pre-

sented in Table 3.

During the period March 23 to June 15,

1957
,

surface water temperatures in Midway
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TABLE 2

Reports of Monk Seals from the Main Islands of Hawaii

DATE PLACE OBSERVER WHEREREPORTED REMARKS

November 11, 1928 Oahu, windward
shore (N.E.)

Thomas M.
Blackman

Honolulu Star-Bulletin "... in the vicinity sev-

eral days.”

October 26, 1931 Oahu, north side J. P. Kaleo Honolulu Star-Bulletin "Seal frequently seen 3

years ago. . .
.”

May 12, 1948 Kauai, east side Philip Palama Honolulu Advertiser "Seal climbed out of

water onto rocks. ...”

October, 1951 Oahu, entrance to

Kewalo Basin

Robert Dodge Letter, December 24,

1957

Seal bit at fishing line

about 25 feet from

shore

March 30, 1955 Oahu, V2 mile off

Waikiki Beach

Gordon Freund Letter, December 24,

1957

Followed seal below
surface while skin

diving with aqualung

Early July, 1956 Hawaii, Kaehole

Point, Kona Coast

Eddie Y. Hosaka Letter, August 23,

1957

Seen at 0600, swimming
slowly, close to shore

July or August, 1956 Lehua (off Niihau) Lindsey A. Faye Letter, August 9,

1957

Large adult hauled out

on rocks; photo-

graphed

Lagoon were recorded by the Midway Aer-

ology Unit for Kenneth Waldron of Pacific

Oceanic Fishery Investigations (POFI). The

extremes were 66.7°F. (March 30 to April 5

mean and April 20-26 mean) and 76.8°F.

(June 8-15 mean). Since these data differ

little from those given in Table 3, they are

not included here.

Climatic Adaptation

It is noteworthy that monk seals apparently

show few adaptations to a warm climate. We
were able to measure the deep body tempera-

ture of one 380-pound adult male (BDM
490 ). This seal had been resting for at least

Vi hour prior to death on February 2, 1957,

and did not move after it was shot. We im-

mediately inserted a thermometer into a slit

in the thoracic cavity. The heart was still

beating and the thermometer was bathed in

the blood gushing from the severed aorta.

The rectal temperature was also taken by in-

serting the thermometer 5 inches into the

rectum. Several readings in both locations

were taken alternately. The thoracic tempera-

ture was 35.5°C., the rectal 31.1°C. The differ-

ence suggests that a rectal temperature taken

with a 6-inch thermometer may not be a re-

liable indicator of body temperature. The
deep body (thoracic) temperature of this in-

dividual was lower than those reported for

other species of pinnipeds. The deep body

temperature of a captive harbor seal {Phoca

vitulina) approximated 38°C. (Scholander,

Irving, and Grinnell, 1942). Adult northern

fur seals {Callorhinus ursinus) at rest had a

mean deep body temperature of 37.7°C.

(Bartholomew and Wilke, 1956). The average

thoracic temperature of nonmolting southern

elephant seals {Mirounga leonina) was 36.5°C.

(Laws, 1956 ^). The rectal temperature of our

monk seal was markedly lower than that of

sleeping adult northern elephant seals (Mi-

rounga angustirostris) which averaged 36°C.

during the day and 34°C. at night (Bartholo-

mew, 1954).

The blubber layer on Hawaiian monk seals

is light orange in color and about as thick as

on arctic and antarctic seals. Our specimen

had a heavy layer of blubber over the entire

body. Over the mid-belly, it was 42-45 mm.
thick. Pregnant females are especially fat but

lose weight rapidly during the nursing period.

The pup is extremely fat just prior to weaning.

Compared with northern phocids, the pel-

age of the adults is shorter, the individual
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TABLE 3

Mean Air and Surface Water Temperatures
(°F.) AT Midway Atoll

MONTH

AIR^

SURFACE
WATERSMean

high

Mean
low

Mean

January 70 62 66 68.4

February. 69 62 66 66.8

March 70 63 66 66.4

April 72 64 68 66.9

May. . 75 68 72 69.5

June 80 72 76 73.6

July. 82 74 78 76.4

August 82 75 78 77.5

September. 82 75 78 78.1

October. 79 73 76 75.8

November . 76 69 73 73.2

December 73 66 69 69.7

ANNUALMEAN. . . . 76 69 72 71.8

1 Data from Aerology Unit, U. S. Naval Station, Midway
Island, 1941—57. Highest on record, 92 °F.; lowest, 54°F.

2 Data from Atlas of Climatic Charts of the Oceans, U. S.

Weather Bureau, 1938, for the quadrat 175°—180° W., 25°—
30°N.

hairs being only about 2-9 mm. long. The
pelage of adult phocids can have little effect

as a temperature regulator. However, in the

young of cold-water seals which have not yet

developed a blubber layer, the wooly natal

pelage undoubtedly functions as an insulator.

At birth, monk seals have a single-layered

black pelage consisting of straight silky hairs

6-10 mm. long. In this respect, they differ

markedly from the young of arctic phocine

seals and antarctic lobodontine seals, which

possess a wooly coat about 15-25 mm. long.

Pups of the southern elephant seal have a

single-layered wooly pelage about 23 mm.
long (Laws, 1954). The lack of pelage with

marked insulating properties in young monk
seals may be a climatic adaptation. In this

connection, it is interesting to note that, in

young harbor seals, the white wooly fur is

retained for several weeks after birth in the

northern Bering Sea but is lost in a prenatal

molt in southern parts of the species’ range

(Scheffer and Siipp, 1944).

In addition to black pelage, the newborn
monk seal has nearly black skin. It has been

suggested that black pigment is a protective
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shield against harmful insolation. Prior to

weaning, the monk seal pup spends much
time in intense sunlight on the white coral

sand beaches.

Habitat Requirements

Certain features are characteristic of monk
seal breeding sites, as follows.

FEEDING AREAS: Seals occur regularly only

on islands and atolls having extensive areas

of shoal water. At Midway and elsewhere, we
frequently saw seals swimming inside the reef

but did not see them outside the lagoon, in

deep water. That they do range in deep water,

however, is evidenced by records far from the

breeding grounds and by the fact that remote

islands, such as Laysan, have been repopu-

lated after local extermination took place dur-

ing the 19th and early 20th centuries. Another

indication that monk seals may spend con-

siderable time at sea is the observation that

certain individuals, when we saw them for the

first time, exhibited a heavy growth of green

algae in the hair on various parts of the body.

The green tinge was lost after a number of

days spent on Midway beaches. Food analysis

indicates that they feed primarily on bottom

fishes, kinds which they could obtain only in

comparatively shallow water. In the lagoons,

a rich bottom fauna is found on coral reefs

and bordering sand areas,

HAULING GROUNDS:Monk seals generally

haul out on sandy beaches and sandspits.

They are absent from high rocky islets, which

lack beaches, in the eastern half of the Lee-

ward Chain. Though they prefer sand to

rocks, they are occasionally seen on low,

shelving reef rocks which slope into the water

on Eastern Island and on reef rocks surround-

ing atoll lagoons. The southwest side of

Laysan Island is bordered by a fairly high

ledge of coral rock; we have never seen a seal

hauled out along this stretch of shore, al-

though they haul out on the low beaches

bordering it. The shade of Scaevola frutescens,

above the beachline is attractive to seals.
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PUPPING AREAS: All of the newborn pups

we saw at Midway and on other atolls were

on permanent islands or islets above high

tide, or on sandspits only a few yards from

permanent dry land. Wedid not see them on

isolated, temporary sandspits which could be

covered by high tides or washed away by

storms, although these are regularly used as

hauling grounds by adults.

ABUNDANCE

Two methods were used to estimate the

size of the Hawaiian monk seal population:

aerial surveys and ground counts.

We conducted aerial surveys of all the

atolls on which seals are known to breed,

with the exception of French Frigate Shoals.

Counts for the latter atoll were made by Paul

L. Breese, director of the Honolulu Zoo, and

by POFI biologists. Our aerial counts were

made from Navy UF-1 Grumman Albatross

amphibians flying at a speed of about 120

knots and altitudes between 100 to 500 feet.

In most cases, each of us made an independent

count using a mechanical hand-tally. Usually

we made at least two successive counts dur-

ing each flight. The counts were sometimies

checked against photographs taken simul-

taneously with a Fairchild F-56 camera. Dur-

ing any one flight, the differences between

successive counts by the same observer, be-

tween different observers, and between the

observers and the aerial photographs, were

insignificant. Few of the seals on land were

missed. Occasionally, a seal resting under the

edge of a Scaevola thicket was difficult to see.

Large green turtles {Che Ionia mydas) basking

on the beaches were momentarily confused

with seals but caused little difficulty in

making counts.

Ground counts were made on Midway and

Kure atolls by walking entirely around the

beaches of the larger islands and by landing

on all of the sandspits and small islets.

The number of seals on land varies with

the time of day and the season (Table 7 and

Fig. 7). The best time for counting seems to
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be in afternoon during winter, when the most

seals are on land. However, we had no way of

knowing what fraction of the population was

absent. Some individuals certainly were ab-

sent, as indicated by algae in the hair, men-

tioned elsewhere.

The population figures, by atolls, are pre-

sented in Table 4. The total prior to the pup-

ing season is based on the highest counts of

all seals during the winter of 1956-57, or else

the highest counts of seals of age one year

and older made during the spring of 1957.

The total number of pups is based on the

highest single count of pups, or on com-

bined counts when it was evident, from age

or location of pups, that different pups were

counted. The total after the birth of the pups

is the sum of the largest count of adults plus

the total count of pups, and thus does not

necessarily represent a single count. Because

of the distances involved, we do not believe

that the same seals were seen twice in widely

separated atolls. Following is a brief descrip-

tion of the six atolls on which monk seals

breed, and a listing of the dates on which we
made counts of the seals.

Kure Atoll

The reef encloses a circular lagoon 6 miles

across. Inside the southeast reef is Green

Island, 1 mile long by Vi mile wide, largely

covered with a dense growth of Scaevola. Sev-

eral variable sandspits extend to the westward

of the island for about 2 miles. Flights were

made over Kure on December 9 (1100-1130),

December 21 (0900-0930), February 12 (1430-

1520), and May 14 (1355-1435). A ground

count was made on June 5.

Midway Atoll

The lagoon at Midway is about 6 miles in

diameter. Inside the southern part of the reef

are two large islands. Sand Island, 2 miles long

and 1 mile wide, is the site of a U. S. Naval

Station. Eastern Island, 1V4 miles long by 5^

mile wide, is uninhabited except for a single

Navy unit. Between the two islands are sev-
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TABLE 4

Hawaiian Monk Seal Population in Spring, 1957

ATOLL
ADULTSAND
SUBADULTS,

WINTER, 1956

SPRING, 1957

DATE OF COUNT
PUPSBORN,

SPRING,

1957

DATE OF
COUNT,

1957

TOTAL
POPULATION,

SPRING, 1957

Kure Atoll 105 June 5, 1957 23 June 5 128

Midway Atoll 67 January 14, 1957 4 April 2 71

Pearl and Hermes Reef 257 December 17, 1956 33 April 15 290

Lisianski Island 241 April 15, 1957 15

May 14

April 15 256

Laysan Island 214 April 15, 1957 19 January 7 233

French Frigate Shoals^ 35 July 20, 1957 ?

April 15

June 26^

July 20 35

Total 919 94 1013

1 Count by Paul Breese, Honolulu Zoo. A count of 30 sea’s was recorded in the scientists’ log, April 24—May 12, 1957,
cruise No. 39, M/V "Hugh M. Smith,’’ POFI, U. S. Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service.

2 Partial count by David H. Woodside, Division of Fish and Game, Territory of Hawaii.

eral small islets and sandspits. On the east

side of the lagoon, the reef-rock is about 5

feet above low tide level, exposing a 5 -mile

strip up to 15 yards in width, see map (Fig. 1).

Aerial counts were made on December 9

(1415-1430), December 21 (1000-1130), Jan-

uary 7 (1345-1400), January 24 (1330-1400),

February 12 (1600-1800), and May 14 (1630-

1645). Complete ground counts were made
on December 20, January 14, March 5, 14,

27, and May 2.

Fig. 1 . Map of Midway Atoll.

Pearl and Hermes Reef

This atoll is roughly diamond shaped, 20

by 12 miles. There are three sm>all islands

(Kittery, Seal, and Grass) in the southwestern

part of the lagoon. Seven to 12 fluctuating

sandspits stretch eastward just inside the reef

toward Southeast Island, the largest island in

the atoll, which is about V2 mile long. In the

northeast corner of the lagoon is North Is-

land, with several sandbars immediately to

the south. All the larger islets, except Kittery,

are covered with low herbaceous vegetation.

Wemade flights over Pearl and Hermes on

December 9 (1245-1325), December 17

(1000-1100), January 7 (1300-1315), January

24 (1515-1545), April 15 (1550-1625), and

May 14 (1520-1610).

Lisianski Island

This island is a coral "pancake,” an atoll in

which the lagoon has dried up entirely, leav-

ing a depression in the interior of the island.

The island is VA miles long by 5^ mile wide.

Reef formations surround the island, extend-

ing several miles to the southeast as Neva
Shoal. We flew over Lisianski on January 7

( 0930 - 0945 ) and April 15 (1250-1310).
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Laysan Island

Laysan is a raised atoll in which the lagoon

has no connection with the sea. The dimen-

sions of the island are 1 by 2 miles, of the

lagoon, 14 by 1 mile. It is surrounded by sub-

merged coral reefs. Wemade aerial counts on

January 7 (1100-1130) and April 15 (1405-

1430). David Woodside camped on Laysan

from June 25 to July 3.

French Frigate Shoals

This crescent-shaped atoll is 20 miles long

by 6 miles wide. It contains about 12 perma-

nent islets and several sandspits which occa-

sionally shift position. The largest islet is

occupied by a U. S. Coast Guard unit. Seal

counts here were made by Paul Breese and

by POFI scientists in 1956 and 1957.

From near extinction in the 19th century,

the monk seal has increased slowly in num-

bers. In 1923
,

Alexander Wetmore visited all

the islands and atolls in the Leeward Chain

and estimated the total population at about

400 (Allen, 1942). Galtsoff counted 68 seals

at Pearl and Hermes Reef in 1930 (Galtsoff,

1933 ). In 1951
,

the total population was

placed at about 477, based on estimates made
by Robert L. Sheehan on Kure, and Vernon

E. Brock on all the other atolls (Bailey, 1952).

In 1954
,

Johnson A. Neff and Philip A.

DuMont made an aerial count of 334 seals on

all the atolls except French Frigate Shoals.

Biologists of POFI have made counts of seals

during various cruises to all the Leeward Is-

lands, except Kure, from 1950 to 1957. The
total of their highest counts for each location

is 589 seals. The 1957 total of 1,013 (Table 4)

does not mean that there has been a recent

and rapid population increase but that more

intensive observations were made.

POPULATIONFACTORS

Sex Ratio

The lack of obvious secondary sex char-

acters makes it difficult to ascertain the sex of

monk seals in the field. If a seal is not lying

with the ventral surface exposed, it can usu-

ally be made to roll over on its side by poking
it sharply with a stick. Thus, under field con-

ditions, it is practicable to identify sex of only

a small number of seals. Males are recogniz-

able by the penile opening (Fig. 2). With
practice, this cannot be confused with the

less conspicuous umbilical scar on females.

The females are recognizable by two pairs

of teats.

JUVENILE SEX RATIO: Five pups were born

in Midway Atoll in spring, 1957. Four were

males; one prematurely- born pup found dead

on the beach was a female. At Kure Atoll, we
sexed 17 pups, of which 10 were males and 7

were females. At Laysan Island, on June 26

and 28, 1957, David Woodside tagged and

sexed 23 young seals. Most of these were

pups but a few were possibly yearlings. There

were 8 males and 15 females. The foregoing

counts total 22 males and 23 females.

SUBADULTSEX RATIO: Young seals of the

yearling class and older examined at Midway
and Kure atolls totaled 35, of which 21 were

males and 14 females.

ADULT SEX ratio: At Midway, seals were

sexed whenever possible as groups (see Table

5) and individually. Total observations in-

cluded 38 males and 31 females (single ob-

servations are not shown in Table 5). Unfor-

tunately none of the above was marked and

it is impossible to say how many were seen

more than once. The largest single day’s ob-

servation included 9 males and 3 females. In

TABLE 5

Sex Ratio of Adult Hawaiian Monk Seals

ONMidway Atoll^

DATE, 1957 MALES FEMALES

January 14 5 5

February 2 5 2

March 5 9 3

March 14 4 2

May 2 6 3

Total observations^ 29 15

On each of 5 occasions when 6 to 12 seals were examined.
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Fig. 2. Adult male monk seal, showing penile opening. When annoyed with a stick, a seal will usually roll on
its side or back making definite recognition of sex possible. The distinct color difference along the side is not

characteristic but is here the result primarily of the animal having rested on its belly. Midway Atoll, February 2,

1957 (KWK 53-3-9).

addition, 6 adults were tagged, 2 males, 3

females, and 1 unidentified.

On Green Island in Kure Atoll, we ob-

served 11 adult males, 11 females with pups,

15 additional females without pups, and 16

adults of unknown sex. The observed sex

ratio was strongly biased, of course, because

of the large unsexed element and because

animals with pups were obviously females.

On the sandspits west of Green Island,

Comdr. J. F. Reilly counted 8 females and 10

males. The total for Kure was 21 males and

34 females.

Among 154 seals of all age classes, in which

sex was determined, were 75 males and 79

females.

Sex ratio data on adult and subadult seals

must be interpreted with caution because of

the possibility of differences in hauling-out

habits of the two sexes.

Age at Sexual Maturity

Monk seal pups and presumed yearlings

were first marked with metal tags in 1957.

Therefore, no positive data on growth rates

and age at which reproduction takes place

will be available for several years. According

to Bertram (1940), the Weddell seal normally

bears her first pup late in her third year and

some crabeater seals {Lohodon carcinophagus)

give birth at the age of 2 years. According to

Laws (1956^), the southern elephant seal usu-
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ally produces her first pup when 3 years of

age. Because of the several characteristics

which monk seals share with the animals

mentioned above and in view of the rapid

growth rate observed in captive monk seals,

it seems possible that the monk seal might

participate in reproductive activity in the third

year of life. All seals which we observed ex-

hibiting sexual behavior, and all females

which bore pups, were fully grown animals.

Reproductive Rate

The reproductive rate (number of pups

born per 100 animals older than pups) of the

Hawaiian monk seal seems to be unusually

low when compared with that of other mam-
mals. The total count of pups and the total

count of older seals at each atoll are presented

in Table 4. From these data, certain repro-

ductive rates have been calculated for the

following localities:

PER CENT
Kure Atoll 21.9

Midway Atoll 7.5

Pearl and Hermes Reef 12.8

Lisianski Island 6.2

Laysan Island 8.9

The count at Lisianski was made quite

early in the pupping season, that at Laysan

was not complete, and when the last count

was made at Pearl and Hermes Reef, probably

only about 60 per cent of the pups had been

born. Therefore, the actual reproductive rate

at these localities was undoubtedly higher

than the figures indicate. The June 5 ground

count at Kure Atoll is the most reliable and

important figure. Considering that the total

population numbered 67, remarkably few

pups (5 including one prematurely born)

were seen at Midway in 1957. Furthermore,

there were only 6 yearling seals, indicating a

small pup crop in 1956 as well. Blasting op-

erations in the ship channel and other human
disturbances may have depressed the birth

rate.

It is apparent that annually a large propor-

tion of adult female monk seals fail to pro-

duce a pup. The walrus {Odohenus rosmarus) is

the only pinniped known (with fair certainty)

to breed in alternate years, a trait correlated

with a lactation period exceeding 1 year

(Brooks, 1954). Do missed pregnancies occur

more frequently in monk seals than in other

pinnipeds.^ The bearded seal {Erignathus bar-

batus) frequently misses a season between suc-

cessive pregnancies (Chapsky and Kovalev,

1938). About 16 per cent of sexually mature

female Weddell seals, and perhaps 20 per cent

of sexually mature female crabeater seals, fail

to become pregnant each year (Bertram,

1940). In a collection of 14 leopard seals

{Hydrurga leptonyx), 21 per cent had missed

pregnancy (Brown, 1957). Missed pregnancies

occurred in 8 out of 66 sexually mature female

southern elephant seals (Laws, 1956^). Sev-

eral large samples of apparently mature fe-

male northern fur seals from the Pribilof

Islands have been studied. Preliminary find-

ings indicated that about 32 per cent fail to

reproduce annually (Taylor, Fujinaga, and

Wilke, 1955). Representing a sample of the

commercial kill, 12,762 female fur seals, aged

4 years and older, were examined in 1956 and

1957. Of these, 46 per cent had missed preg-

nancy in the season studied (C. E. Abegglen

and A. Y. Roppel, in lit,).

Age Groups

Pup and yearling monk seals are recogniz-

able in the field by size. Between yearlings

and adults, no distinct size classes were recog-

nizable. Animals of intermediate size are

lumped together as subadults.

Age group composition estimates at Kure

Atoll and at Midway Atoll are presented in

Table 6. It was not feasible to classify age

groups other than pups during aerial counts.

The following figures, therefore, are based on

ground counts. The pup counts are the most

accurate, as pups stay on land or in shallow

water near shore where they are easily ob-

served. Our observations indicate that sub-

adults, and yearlings especially, do not haul

out as frequently as do adults. Therefore, the
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TABLE 6

Estimated Age Group Composition of Two
Populations of Hawaiian Monk Seal

AGE
GROUP

KURE
ATOLL

MIDWAY
ATOLL

to : rAL

Num-
ber

Per

cent

Num-
ber

Per

cent

Num-
ber

Per

cent

Adults

Subadults

79 62 53 75 132 66

(2+? years) .

.

19 15 8 11 27 14

Yearlings 7 5 6 8 13 6

Pups 23 18 4 6 27 14

Total 128 100 71 100 199 100

counts of yearlings and subadults may be

proportionately low. An unknown number of

animals were doubtless at sea at both atolls.

Mortality

Little evidence of mortality among monk
seals came to our attention. We found only

one dead adult, on December 6, 1956. As no

baculum could be found, it was probably a

female. The occipital region of the skull was

fractured. The only other dead seal we saw

was a prematurely born female pup men-

tioned elsewhere.

On January 14, 1957, an adult with an

infected penis was observed. Northern fur

seals occasionally die as a result of similar

infections.

Scars of various sizes are present on the

bodies of all monk seals except nursing pups.

Most are visible as dark lines through the

hair, they range in length from about an inch

to 2 feet. Most of these are probably made by

contact with sharp coral. On December 20, a

seal was observed with a large, open, fresh

wound on its side. Of 67 seals seen at close

range on January 14, 2 had arge areas of bare,

dark-brown scar tissue on their sides (Fig. 3).

It is surprising that an animal could survive

such a wound. One adult was seen with half

of the outer digit of the right hind flipper

Fig. 3. A large scar (partially hidden by the foreflipper), possibly inflicted by a shark, marks the side of this

resting monk seal. Midway Atoll, January 14, 1957 (KWK 57-3-17).
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missing. Large sharks which could inflict

wounds of this nature are often seen in and

around Midway Atoll. While the junior au-

thor was skin diving in Welles Harbor, Mid-

way, watching the underwater swimming

behavior of a seal, a school of 8 or 10 white-

tipped sharks {Triaenodon obesus) was in the

immediate vicinity. One of the sharks, about

4 feet long, and the seal swam within 4 feet

of each other. Neither, however, showed the

slightest alarm or concern.

During late May and June of 1956, Fish

and Wildlife Service biologists of POFI made
the following observations: ’’On Southeast

Island [Pearl and Hermes Reef], a pair of

adult seals was seen well up from the beach.

The smaller of the pair was seriously wounded

on the lower abdomen and right side. . . . On
Whale Island [French Frigate Shoals], a young

adult was found dead on the beach, appar-

ently as a result of shark attacks. Most of the

flesh was gone from the right side of the head

and neck and the sides showed slashes typical

of shark bites. At this island, a school of 20

to 25 three- to four-foot sharks was seen con-

tinuously milling about the shallow reef in

the lee of the island.” (E. C. Jones, FWS,
in lit.)

Wehave not heard of killer whales {Orcimis

orca) in waters around Midway.

The monk seal is able to increase and main-

tain its numbers in the Leeward Islands in

spite of a low reproductive rate. The fact that

6 yearlings were marked at Midway and only

4 pups were born (plus 1 stillborn) there in

1957 may indicate that survival in the first

year is unusually high. Nearly one-fifth of the

fur seal pups born on the Pribilof Islands in

recent years die before leaving the breeding

grounds and an additional 50 per cent (ap-

proximately) die of natural causes before

reaching their third birthday (Kenyon, Schef-

fer, and Chapman, 1954). It might be con-

cluded that monk seals are fairly long lived

and that mortality from disease and predation

is relatively low.

MOVEMENTS
Marking

In order to follow the movements of indi-

vidual seals, and to furnish a reservoir of

animals of known source and age for future

study, we tagged as many as possible (57).

The tags were National Band and Tag Com-
pany size No. 19 monel metal cattle-ear tags.

On one side was stamped a number preceded

by "MS-”; the other side was stamped with

"NOTIEY/F & WSERVICE/WASHING-
TON 25 D.C.” The tags were clinched on
the web of the animal’s hind flipper with

special pliers designed for the purpose.

Pups, even weaned ones weighing up to

160 pounds, were easily tagged as they can be

captured readily and held by hand. The year-

lings were netted and firmly tied. In order to

place tags on adults, the animals were quietly

approached from the rear while they slept.

The tag was then attached with a quick firm

motion of the pliers. The seals always awoke

with a violent thrashing motion that sent the

pliers flying, but the tags usually clinched

properly.

To facilitate recognition of individual seals

at Midway, we attached to their tags strips of

colored polyethylene plastic. We placed red

strips on pups, yellow on yearlings, and blue

on older animals. Each plastic strip was dis-

tinctively shaped (long, medium, or short;

truncate, diagonal, pointed, or notched).

Some of these were lost after about 1 month.

These decorated tags were readily observed

on sleeping seals. With binoculars, they aided

identification by number on seals that were

crawling towards or splashing into the water.

It is often possible to approach a sleeping

seal and read its tag number.

An attempt to mark seals by spraying them

with quick-drying "Krylon” enamel was un-

successful. The application of the paint awak-

ened the seals and they crawled away into the

water, the sand and water wiping off what

little paint had got on to them before it dried.

Fast drying paint (of the type used to mark

highways) applied generously with a swab
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should be successful for temporary markings

(as it was found to be on the Alaska fur seal).

In Midway Atoll, we tagged 16 seals, in-

cluding all of the pups (4), all of the year-

lings (6), 3 subadults, and 3 adults. These

represented about 23 per cent of the total

Midway population. At Kure Atoll, we tagged

1 yearling and 15 pups, or 65 per cent of the

pups born during the 1957 season. At Laysan

Island, David Woodside tagged 25 seals, the

majority being pups, possibly a few yearlings,

1 adult female and 1 subadult female. For the

convenience of future workers, the series are

listed: Midway, MS-1 to MS-16; Kure, MS-17

to MS-32; Laysan, MS-51 to MS-75.

Home Range

size: With the exception of mothers with

nursing pups, it is apparent that each seal

ranges widely in Midway Atoll. Of the 16

seals tagged at Midway, 10 were subsequently

seen a total of 22 times, exclusive of repeat
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observations on nursing pups (Table 7). The
observations of tagged animals reveal that in-

dividual seals do not habitually haul out at

the same place. Rather, there are a number of

favored hauling grounds which most of the

seals use at one time or another. These

regularly-used hauling grounds are several

small permanent islets (Seal Island, Rocky
Island, and Dynamite Island) plus one to

three shifting sandspits which lie between

Sand Island and Eastern Island. The south

and east shores of Eastern Island are also

frequented by seals. On Sand Island, with its

many human inhabitants, seals occasionally

haul out on Picket Point and Erigate Point.

Particularly during the summer, a number of

seals were seen hauled out on the flat rocks

of "Eive-mile Reef.” The entire seal popula-

tion in Midway Atoll seems to share a com-

mon home range which includes most of the

lagoon, or at least its southern and eastern

halves.

TABLE 7

Movements of Tagged Hawaiian Monk Seals in Midway Atoll, 1957

(Repeats of unweaned pups excluded)

TAG NO. AGE SEX

TAGGED OBSERVED DISTANCE MOVED
SINCE PREVIOUS

OBSERVATIONDate Locality Date Locality

MS-1 yrl 9 March 5 Seal I. March 14 Seal I. 50 yards

March 18 Sand I. 0.5 mile

MS-2 ad 0^ March 5 Seal I. April 5 Eastern 1. 1.25 miles

MS-4 yrl 9 March 5 Dynamite I. March 27 Seal 1. 0.6 mile

MS-5 yrl 9 March 5 Dynamite 1. March 14 Rocky I. 300 yards

MS-7 ad 9 March 5 Rocky I. May 2 Rocky 1. 10 yards

June 4 Eastern I. 1.3 miles

MS-8 yrl c7 March 22 Eastern I. March 24 Eastern 1. 50 yards

MS-9 pup March 27 Dynamite 1. May 27 Eastern 1. 1.0 mile

May 31 Eastern 1. 100 yards

June 4 Eastern 1. 100 yards

October 11 Dynamite I. 1.0 mile

MS-10 pup March 27 Dynamite 1. May 13 Eastern 1. 0.5 mile

May 27 Eastern I. 0.25 mile

May 31 Eastern 1. 100 yards

June 3 Eastern 1. 100 yards

August 26 Eastern 1. 1.0 mile

MS-12 pup cf April 2 Eastern 1. May 13 Eastern I. 1.0 mile

May 18 Eastern 1. 1.0 mile

May 29 Eastern I. 100 yards

MS-14 ad c7 May 2 East Sandspit May 4 Eastern 1. 0.5 mile

May 8 Eastern I. 0.25 mile
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TRAILS: The shade of Scaevola shrubs is

attractive to seals (see Fig. 4). In order to

reach the thickets, the seals must often crawl

up the sloping sand beach, then up an em-

bankment of solidly packed coral rubble a

foot or two high. Certain favorite routes are

habitually used and grooves, or trails, are

worn in the sand and hard steep banks. These

are visible from the air and during aerial

counting help to locate seals lying partially

hidden beyond the beach line (Fig. 5). On
Rocky Island, the only small islet in Midway
Atoll with vegetation, a number of seals use

the same trails and resting places. Whether

certain trails and resting places along less

frequented beaches are used by certain indi-

viduals or by a number of seals was not

ascertained.

WALLOWS: While resting on coral sand

beaches, monk seals roll and root to form

depressions about 6 inches deep. When dig-

ging such a depression, the nostrils are closed

and the muzzle is pushed into the sand as the

seal forces itself forward with its foreflippers

(Fig. 6). In this way, the head becomes par-

Fig. 4. Large adult female. Monk seals often retreat

to the shade of Scaevola shrubs above the beach line.

Kure Atoll, June 5, 1957 (KWK 57-16-34).

dally buried and a ridge of sand is pushed up,

rising to eye level or above. During such

rooting and rolling, the eyes often become
caked with sand and mucus. The eyes of one

seal, seen sleeping, were so caked with sand

that the lids could be only partially closed.

This animal and others, seen sleeping with

lesser amounts of sand sticking to the cornea,

appear oblivious of any discomfort. When
seen from the air, sand wallows are quite evi-

dent on beaches frequented by monk seals.

Daily Cycle of Activity

Very few seals may be seen on land early

in the morning. Generally, as the day ad-

vances, an increasing number of seals haul

out. About noon, or throughout the after-

noon, the number on land reaches a maxi-

mum. Just before sunset, there is a drop in

number on land. This is partially illustrated by

the number of seals observed on the regular

boat runs between Sand and Eastern islands.

Table 8 presents the average number observed

during 57 trips. Wewere unable to make com-

parable counts at sunset or shortly thereafter

when seals were leaving the hauling grounds.

For this and other reasons (see food habits),

it may be presumed that monk seals are noc-

turnal, or at least crepuscular, feeders. Never-

theless, swimming and feeding seals may be

seen in the water all during the day.

Seasonal Movements

At Midway we have noticed a marked sea-

sonal variation in the number of seals hauled

out on the islets and sandspits between Sand

and Eastern islands. In November and early

December few seals hauled out. In late De-

cember, coincident with the beginning of the

winter storm period, they increased markedly.

About March, when calm summer weather

began to prevail, the number dropped and by

June very few were seen. Figure 7 shows the

seasonal variation in six aerial counts, in six

ground counts made when we landed on all

of the islets and sandspits, and in the highest
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Fig. 5. Trails and wallows as seen from the air aid in locating seals partially hidden among sand dunes and

Scaevola clumps. Characteristically, seals are grouped near points of sand as shown here. Laysan Island, January

7, 1957 (KWK 57-1-17).

counts made on 49 days during the regular

boat runs to and from Eastern Island.

The number of seals counted on land de-

pended on the total area observed. The largest

counts were made from aircraft, intermediate

counts from land, and the smallest counts

from the boat. The relative number of seals

counted by the three methods indicated that

the sample area observed from the boat was

a reliable index of the abundance of seals on

land in Midway Atoll. The monthly mean of

boat counts is shown by a solid line in Figure

7 to indicate the general trend of seasonal

abundance on land.

Wesuggest two possible explanations for

the variation: (1) the seals spend more time

in the water during summer because of high

air temperatures, and (2) the seals move out

onto the unprotected reef during the calm

summer season. Wehave some evidence to

support the latter hypothesis. In five flights

over 'Tive-mile Reef,” from December 9 to

February 12, we observed no seals hauled out

on the reef. On March 27 we visited the reef

in a small boat and counted 11 seals. On May
13 we cruised outside the reef in a tugboat

and saw 13 seals lying on the exposed reef

rock. Probably each of the above factors is

partly responsible for the disappearance in

summer of seals from their winter hauling

grounds.

The yearling seals present an interesting
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Fig. 6. Monk seals, while lying on beaches, push
their noses into the sand to form shallow wallows.

Such behavior may help the animals to keep cool and
afford some protection from flies. Midway Atoll, Feb-

ruary 2, 1957 (KWK 57-19-7).

problem. Wesaw the first yearlings^ on De-

cember 20. After that, we saw yearlings regu-

larly throughout the winter. In the spring, we
tagged six of them, apparently the entire year-

class at Midway. One yearling was observed

on March 27, after which none were found.

When first seen on land, all yearlings had

noticeably more algae on their hair than

adults. This suggests that yearlings spend

more lime in the water during the summer. A
similar situation seems to exist among the

Weddell and crabeater seals (Bertram, 1940)

and elephant seals (Bartholomew, 1952).

There is no evidence that monk seals mi-

grate regularly. Of their wanderings at sea,

we know very little.

FOODHABITS

In the Wild

The regurgitated stomach contents from a

seal resting on a Midway beach were col-

lected, as was the stomach of BDM490. The
stomach contents were identified by Donald

W. Strasburg and other Fish and Wildlife

Service biologists at POFI headquarters in

Fdonolulu (see Table 9). Previously no food

items from Hawaiian monk seals had been

identified. However, Munro (1942) stated

that the stomach of a seal he killed contained

half-digested fish.

The limited available material indicates that

eels, which are numerous in atolls, and ceph-

alopods comprise the major food taken by

monk seals and that their food consists pri-

marily of bottom inhabiting forms. It was not

possible to determine whether the cephalopod

remains (beaks and eye lenses) came from

squid or octopus. Since the squid is largely

pelagic and the octopus is a bottom form, the

latter is more probable.

It might be deduced that the monk seal is

primarily a night feeder. Conger eels remain

buried in the sand during daylight. At night

moray eels emerge from crevices in reefs to

hunt for food and Strasburg saw conger eels

with their heads and parts of their bodies

protruding from the sand at night. Cephalo-

pods are also nocturnal feeders. It was ob-

served that, in general, few monk seals were

on beaches in early morning hours; but that

during the day, their numbers there increased

(Table 8). While camped on Laysan Island in

late June, 1957, David H. Woodside {in lit.)

observed, "I noted a few seals feeding in

shallow water at night .... Their actions were

very slow and deliberate as if they were after

something stationary.”

FECES: Fecal deposits are often seen on the

beaches where the seals haul out. In general,

the fecal matter is quite liquid but occasion-

ally it is in lumps of claylike consistency. The

color ranges from brilliant orange and ocher

TABLE 8

Hourly Variation in the Number of Seals

Hauled Out at Midway

number of

COUNTS
TIME OF
COUNTS

MEANNUMBEROF
SEALS ONLAND

26 0800 14

13 1200 25

18 1730 29

^Animals born in the spring of 1956.
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1956 195 7

Fig. 7. Counts of seals. Midway Atoll, November, 1956-October, 1957.

yellow to whitish gray, brown, and purplish

black. No hard parts of food items were

observed in feces.

In Captivity

Two monk seals held captive in the Waikiki

Aquarium showed a preference for eels. How-
ever, because other fish were less expensive

and easier to obtain, the animals were usually

fed smelt {Osmerus mordax) and California

horse mackerel {Trachurus symmetricus) from

California. The female ate both smelt and

mackerel while the male preferred mackerel.

Together, the two seals consumed about

25 pounds of fish per day, roughly one-

seventeenth of the body weight. When living

fish were placed in their pool, the seals

showed a preference for them. All-purpose

vitamin B capsules were placed in fish and

fed to the animals daily (S. W. Tinker and

K. A. Wong, in lit.). A captive Mediterranean

monk seal was said to prefer eels over other

fish and consumed about 14 pounds of fish

daily (King, 1956).

BEHAVIOR

Locomotion

While swimming slowly in shallow water

near shore, forward motion is attained pri-

marily with the forefiippers. However, when
more speed is desired, the hind flippers and

posterior part of the body undulate laterally

as in other phocids. The forefiippers were

seen to be in strong rapid motion through a

vertical plane perpendicular to the body axis

while seals were swimming rapidly in clear

water over a white coral sand bottom. It ap-

peared to us that the forefiippers were being

used to increase speed as well as to steer.

While skin diving, the junior author has

observed four seals swimming under water at

close range. Two of these were kept under

observation for a considerable time. Although

the lateral undulations of the body trunk and
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TABLE 9

Food of Two Hawaiian Monk Seals

FOODSPECIES

STOMACH
CONTENTS
BDM490

VOLUME
100 CC.

1

SPEV

VOL
440

nNG
UME

CC.

Num-
ber

items

Per

cent

vol-

ume

Num-
ber

items

Per

cent

vol-

ume

Conger eel

{Ariosoma botversi) .... 2 2 9 60

Moray eel

{Gymnothorax sp.) — — 4 35

{Echidna sp.) 5.? 3 — —
Flatfish {Bothus mancus )

.

— — 2 1

{Bothus pantherinus ) .... — _ 1 1

Scorpenid

{Scorpaenopsis gibbosa?) — — 1 1

Larval fish (Surgeon fish?) — — 1 1

Squid or octopus

(Cephalopod) 3 95 2 1

the vertically held hind flippers obviously fur-

nished the chief means of propulsion, the

foreflippers were in almost continuous mo-

tion. For only a few seconds, one seal was

observed to hold the foreflippers motionless,

when it trailed them back and down at an

angle of about 45° from the body.

Regular and energetic use of the foreflip-

pers for swimming appears to be unusual

among phocids.

Progression by dorsoventral undulatory

movements of monk seals on land is in every

respect similar to other phocids (Fig. 18).

Vocalization

Sounds produced by monk seals fall into

two categories: "bubbling” sounds and "bel-

lowing” sounds.

BUBBLING SOUNDS:When a sleeping seal is

awakened, it usually utters a rapid series of

soft bubbling sounds which originate deep in

the throat: "bgg-bgg-bgg-bgg-bgg.” The

sound is audible under usual circumstances

to a distance of about 50 feet. It is similar to

the sound made as water flows from an in-

verted jug. To some observers, it sounds like

a rapid series of belches. This sound appears

to denote mild alarm. If the seal is not an-

noyed but approached closely, the mouth is

kept closed while the sound is made. If the

seal is touched, it opens its mouth in threat

attitude while continuing to utter this sound.

Weddell seals apparently make a similar

sound (Bertram, 1940).

BELLOWING SOUNDS: When one seal is

threatening another, when a mother is de-

fending her pup, or when a seal’s route to the

water is blocked, several basically similar

sounds are uttered, perhaps best described as

a grunting bawl. Sometimes a blast of air is

expelled simultaneously, forming a snort or

snorting bellow. A mother defending her

young from an intruder utters a louder ver-

sion, best described as a bellow
—

"mrrraugh.”

The sound is very similar to that made by

female northern sea lions {Eumetopias juhata).

In general, the pup may be said to bleat—

"mwaa-mwaa-mwaa.” Except for its lesser

strength and volume, and higher pitch, the

sound resembles the bellow of the adult.

When the mother is displaying affection to-

ward her pup, she utters a hoarse throaty

growl or moan, a modification of the bellow,

to which the pup responds by bleating. When
disturbed, the pup utters a diminutive version

of the grunting bawl, an explosive "aaah”

or "gaah.”

Escape Reactions
\

The fearless nature of Hawaiian monk seals
I

is similar to that of other marine mammals i

which have evolved and remained in remote
i

oceanic areas. Terrestrial predators are un-

known. Human populations have invaded ji

only in recent times, and permanent settle-
|

ments exist only on two of the six atolls
‘

where the seals breed. In some respects, the

behavior of the monk seals is similar to that

of the fur seals (Callorhinus and Arctocephalus) il

and certain antarctic phocids which breed in

isolated regions. It is quite unlike that of the
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northern phocids and sea lions {Eumetopias

and Zalophus) which, in areas disturbed by

man, quickly learn to avoid him.

Although adult monk seals resting singly

on a beach can be easily approached, a large

group usually takes to the water. Seals that

awaken bump others as they begin to move
and the result is a general alarm ending in a

stampede. Yearlings, however, are not easily

aroused and even after adults around them

have made a hurried departure, these young

animals may be left sleeping or languidly eye-

ing the intruder. Adults, if not disturbed, may
quickly become accustomed to human pres-

ence. For six hours, four seals basked near us

while we were working on a dead specimen.

Whenwe first arrived, these animals displayed

mild alarm; before we departed, they ignored

us even when we walked within 3 or 4 feet of

them. Although seals are often poked at with

sticks by people walking Midway’s beaches

and are sometimes annoyed by dogs, they

remain surprisingly unwary. However, it may
be significant that seals are found less fre-

quently on the beaches most used by people.

Seals only occasionally now haul out on the

beaches of Sand Island where a large human
population has been present for several years.

They are regularly found on Eastern Island,

and two pups were born there in 1957. Only

about a dozen men occupy this island. We
found that anyone who found a seal on a

beach invariably drove it into the water. How-
ever, the Navy protects the seals from actual

physical violence. By far the greatest number
of seals haul out on the small islets and sand-

spits between Sand and Eastern islands.

Threat Display

Although a mother with a pup will charge

with open mouth and bellow at human ap-

proach, the aggressive behavior is primarily

a threat display rather than an attack. We
failed to hold our ground in the face of such

charges until a bite was possible. Generally,

we have found it difficult to induce a charging
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seal to grasp a stick held near its mouth. In

one instance, however, our field notes in a

manila folder were snatched from our hands,

shaken violently and tossed aside by a mother

seal defending her pup. This defense behav-

ior is in marked contrast to that of northern

fur seals. When a stick is presented to one of

these animals under similar circumstances, it

is invariably seized with the teeth. A man who
failed to escape in the face of such a charge

was severely bitten (Kenyon, 1957).

The threat display is also exhibited under-

water. On July 20, 1957, while skin diving

just inside the southwest reef at Midway,

Richard T. Takahashi and the junior author

cornered an adult female seal in a small deep

hole about 10 by 15 feet, surrounded by high

coral formations on three sides. After milling

about in the hole for a minute or two, the

seal started past us towards deeper water. We
swam over to block her escape; we were at a

depth of about 5 feet. When we got within

6 feet of the seal, on a course convergent with

hers, she turned and came directly towards us

with her mouth open in typical threat display.

Her head was raised slightly above the axis of

her body. When she was a yard from us, she

swerved and made a break for the deeper wa-

ter. She made no audible sounds underwater.

Play

On several occasions, adult seals pulled

themselves on to sandbars covered by less

than a foot of water. Here they would roll

from one side to the other, waving their

flippers in the air, apparently in play.

A two-month-old pup, after we awakened

it at the water’s edge on Eastern Island,

romped and rolled in the shallow water near

the beach
;

then as we walked along the shore,

it followed along beside us for about a quarter

of a mile. Frequently it raised its head to

watch us, then returned to its frolicking.

After about 10-15 minutes, it returned to the

place of its birth on Dynamite Island, hauled

out and went to sleep.
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Nonreproductive Social Behavior

Monk seals appear to have no fixed social

organization. Although aggregations of 2-3

to as many as 36 were seen hauled out on

Midway beaches, the animals paid little atten-

tion to each other. Lone animals are fre-

quently seen. At the end of the trails leading

up into the Scaevola scrub, we seldom found

more than one seal. When hauled out on

sandspits or small islands in lagoons, it ap-

pears that the aggregations result more from

a desire to rest on a favorable spot than from

a gregarious tendency. Hostility between in-

dividuals was not observed except during

sexual behavior.

Several times, however, it was noted that

the presence of one seal appeared to stimulate

another to haul out near it. For example, we
visited the western point of Eastern Island

frequently and no seals were seen there.

Shortly after two mothers chose this point on

which to bear their pups, we observed two

other seals haul out to sleep in their general

vicinity.

The Hawaiian monk seals are not thigmo-

tactic as are northern elephant seals {Mirounga

angustirostris) (Bartholomew, 1952) and most

otariids. If a sleeping seal is touched, however

lightly, it immediately awakens with a start.

If the cause of its disturbance is another seal,

it simply rolls or crawls a short distance and

goes back to sleep. Monk seals were never

observed lying in contact with one another.

When seen in the water during the nonre-

productive period, seals were generally alone.

When two or more individuals were seen

together, it appeared to be because of their

proximity to a favorite sandspit. Whengroups

were startled into the water, each seal went

its own way and the group quickly dispersed.

Only once, on November 29, 1956, did we
observe adults, not sexually excited, swim-

ming in close company. On this occasion,

three seals were swimming about 40 yards

offshore. One soon left and the other two

rolled leisurely on their backs and frequently

raised their heads to look at us.

Reproductive Behavior

Field observation of sexual behavior in the

monk seal is hampered by lack of obvious

sexual dimorphism. Adult males are darker

than most females. Females usually appear

larger and fatter than males. In many of the

observations which we interpreted as sexual

behavior, the sex of the animals was not veri-

fied by observation of the external genitalia.

Copulation was not observed; undoubtedly,

as in most phocids, it takes place in the water.

Seals which appeared to be pairs engaged in

sexual behavior were observed on numerous

occasions from March 5 to July 8.

Several times we observed seals (appar-

ently males) approach females with pups. In

every case, the female displayed threat behav-

ior and the approacher was repulsed. Solitary

males swimming near beaches occupied by

females with pups showed considerable inter-

est while still some distance away. On April

14, a male hauled out directly in front of a

mother and pup, his head raised and appear-

ing alert. He was quickly repulsed, whereupon

he swam to another female and pup about

100 yards down the beach. Although one of

us was standing only a few feet away, he

hauled out. Without raising her head, the

female snorted and the male backed into the

water, leaving the vicinity.

The sense of smell may aid males searching

for females. On April 17, we observed a male

about 100 yards offshore suddenly stop, raise

his head and gaze at a female directly up wind

from him. Holding his head high above the

water, he then swam rapidly and directly to-

ward her, hauling out in front of her. The

female reared, snorted, and threatened, to

which the male responded in a similar way.

Although open-mouthed sparring continued

for several seconds at close quarters, the ani-

mals did not bite each other. The male then

backed hurriedly into the water, glancing sev-

eral times at the female as he swam away.

On April 2, when a female on the beach

without a pup was approached by a male as
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described above, he was threatened but not

driven away. Before approaching the female,

the male uttered several rolling bellows, some-

times ending in a snort. Repeatedly, the male

nosed the abdominal region of the female,

which caused her to threaten, and the male

repeated the rolling bellow, He then lay with

his head near her abdomen and his body at

right angles to hers.

Pairs of animals in the position described

above, were frequently seen lying dormant

for long periods on the beaches. Occasion-

ally, the male would sniff and nip at the

female’s genital and abdominal region. If, as

frequently happened, this caused the female

to attempt escape, the male attempted to stop

her by following closely and gently biting at

her abdominal region. An occasional hard nip

precipitated bluffing bouts. If the female en-

tered the water the male pursued her. The

male sometimes chased the female quite rap-

idly, swimming high in the water with head

raised and leaving a conspicuous wake. Dur-

ing such a chase, the male might utter cough-

ing snorts repeatedly. In the water, the female

sometimes put on a display wherein she beat

the water with her flippers. On one occasion,

a female lay on her side in very shallow water

waving her hind flippers in the air and beating

up a spray. She later beat the water with a fore-

flipper. The male, in the meantime, was be-

side her, facing her, uttering coughing snorts.

On another occasion, a male was seen in the

water beside a female; she rolled on her side

and thrashed the water with a foreflipper. Tnis

was followed by both animals rearing up,

facing each other and bluffing with open-

mouthed threat displays. Finally, the female

turned and swam away, the male following,

both swimming with head and shoulders high

in the water. On June 5, a female drove a

courting male from her vicinity (Fig. 8)

.

No marked hostility between males was

observed during the breeding season. Males

which are with females seem to pay little

attention to other seals as long as they do not

approach closely. On March 27 we landed on
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Fig. 8a. A courting male frolicked about a reluctant

female.

a small sandspit where 17 seals, including a

courting pair, were hauled out. All of the

seals entered the water, the pair remaining

together. While they were in the water, a

third seal attempted to follow the female, but

the male threatened him with raised head and

open jaws, uttering coughing snorts. When
we left the sandspit, the pair immediately

hauled out, the male appearing to guide the

female onto the sand as he remained close to

her. The third seal attempted to haul out at

the same place but was again repulsed and

moved to another area. This animal made

no hostile display.

On two occasions when we approached

pairs of seals, whose sex was positively iden-

tified, the male took to the water; but when

we prevented the female from leaving, the

male hauled out again, giving threat display

Fig. 8b. The female threatened the male, bellowing

and charging with open mouth. The male quickly left

the vicinity. Kure Atoll, June 5, 1957 (KWK 57-18-2

and 3).
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toward us. Such behavior contrasted strongly

with that of males not exhibiting sexual

behavior.

Captive Animals

Mr. Spencer Tinker {^in lit) contributed ob-

servations on three monk seals, each of which

he has kept in captivity at the Waikiki Aquar-

ium for more than a year. Two seals, a male

and female, were subadult and no breeding

activity was observed.

The seals were playful and showed consid-

erable tameness but would not allow them-

selves to be touched. While cleaning the pool,

attendants were occasionally "nipped in the

pants and on the leg” by the seals as they

played nearby. The animals often played "for

hours in mock battles and gentle wrestling.”

They also played with objects such as bits of

rope, rubber balls, and pieces of wood which

spectators dropped into their pool.

Their response to the presence of other ani-

mals in the pool varied considerably. They

got along well with harbor seals {Phoca vita-

Una). The two species never fought. How-
ever, at feeding time, the harbor seals hung

back and gave way to the monk seals. Sea

turtles {Chelonia mydas) in the pool were per-

sistently annoyed by the monk seals which

would grasp the turtles’ hind flippers in their

teeth. The turtles were removed when their

hind flippers became shredded by the seals’

teeth, A hawks-bill turtle (Eretmochelys im-

hricata), however, would pinch the seals on

the belly and the seals, in general, avoided it.

During an encounter, this turtle was bitten

by a seal and blinded. A 5-foot bottom-living

species of shark was relentlessly pursued by

the seals. Eventually, the shark was exhausted

and a seal dragged it backwards through the

water by the tail. When a small pilot whale

{Globicephala) was placed in the pool, the

seals were terrified, but in a few days "they

were around it, smelling and rubbing it with

their noses.” In general, the seals appeared

more nocturnal than diurnal. They spent most

of the night in the water and would rest for

many hours on an island in the pool during

the day.

BIRTH ANDDEVELOPMENTOF YOUNG

Pupping Season

Pups are born from about the first of the

year until at least the end of June. Most are

apparently born from mid-March through

May.

In 1957, the first pup was seen from the air

on a Laysan Island beach on January 7. The

earliest authentic birth date we can find for

Midway Atoll is March 22, 1956. At 0900 on

that date, J. E. Graves {in lit) of Honolulu

saw a newly born pup on the west tip of

Eastern Island. "The pup was still wet and

the fetal membranes were attached. It had

probably been born less than an hour.”

Bailey (1952) recorded a newly born pup on

Pearl and Hermes Reef in late December,

1912, and that on March 15, 1913, 20 females

with pups were seen at Pearl and Hermes Reef.

During the spring of 1957, five pups were

born at Midway. The first, a premature 9-

pound female, was found dead February 27

on the beach at Eastern Island. Birth dates at

Midway in 1957:

February 20 (est.) 1 female

March 24 2 males

April 2 2 males

On June 5, 1957, 19 pups were examined

on the beaches of Green Island, Kure Atoll.

One had been born the morning of our ar-

rival. The weights of the others were estimated

and their approximate birth dates, all in 1957,

calculated by reference to known growth and

molt rates:

NUMBER
BORN

April 10-20 1

April 21-30 . 7

May 1-10 3

May 11-20. 3

May 21-30. 2

May31-June5. 3
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Only one large female that could have been

pregnant was seen. This indicates to us that

the pupping season was virtually complete at

Kure by June 5. The possibility exists that

other pregnant females were at sea.

It is interesting to note that the pupping

seasons of other monk seals differ from that

of the Hawaiian seal. The Mediterranean spe-

cies is said to pup during September and

October (King, 1956) and the Caribbean

species in early December (Ward, 1887).

Birth

The four pups born alive at Midway were

born either at night or early in the morning.

New pups were found in the morning where

none had been seen the night before. On
Kure, a newly born pup was found on the

beach at 0900.

At birth, the monk seal pup is thin, but not

as thin as the elephant seal pup (Bartholo-

mew, 1952). The fetal membranes had been

detached from three pups seen a few hours

after birth. The still bloody, damp tissues lay

on the coral sand nearby. We found no clue

as to how the umbilical cord was parted so

soon after birth. Young fur seals may trail the
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placenta from the umbilicus for several days

after birth. A captive sea lion broke the um-

bilicus from her pup by jerking the placenta

with her teeth (Slijper, 1956). The newly born

monk seal is wide-eyed (eye color, blue-

black) and apparently is able to see quite well.

It is toothless (see dentition) and has a well-

developed single coat of soft black hair (see

pelage). Like other pinnipeds, it moves about

with surprising agility soon after it is born.

Nursing and Weaning

The mother monk seal nurses her pup from

four abdominal nipples, which are extruded

only when the pup is nursing. The bearded

seal (Erignathus barhatus) (Mohr, 1952) and

the monk seal are apparently the only phocids

having four functional teats.

During the nursing period, the mother re-

mains constantly near her pup. She rolls on

her side to permit the pup to nurse (Fig. 9).

During the first 30 to 40 days of its life, the

pup normally nurses at frequent intervals

(several timed at 4 to 5 minutes) and gains

weight rapidly (see growth). When not nurs-

ing or swimming, the pup sleeps beside its

mother. When sleeping, the pup sprawls flat

Fig. 9. A 12-day-old male monk seal pup nurses from one of its mother’s four abdominal nipples. Nursing
seals usually ignore human observers unless approached more closely than 8-10 feet. Midway Atoll, April 14,

1957 (KWK 57-16-9).
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on its belly or rolls over and lies on its back

(Fig, 10). The latter position seems to be a

favorite one.

When the mother seal comes ashore to give

birth, she is usually enormously fat (Fig. 11).

As the nursing period approaches its end, the

mother becomes quite gaunt. Whenshe bends

her body, huge wrinkles appear. While moth-

ers were swimming with their pups we watched

closely but saw no indication that they were

attempting to find food. We found no indi-

cations that the mothers left their pups at

night to feed. Near the beach camp of David

Woodside on Laysan Island in late June, 1957,

a nursing mother remained ashore with her

pup during the night. We conclude from

these observations that the mother fasts dur-

ing the entire nursing period.

The maximum observed nursing period

was 37 days. Wewould judge that the average

pup is weaned in about 5 weeks at a weight

of about 133 pounds (see growth).

The mother of pup MS-12, less fat than

other mothers when her pup was born, nursed

it for only 20 days and deserted it when it

weighed only 82 pounds, somewhat more

than half the more usual or apparently nor-

mal weaning weight. Pup MS-12 survived for

at least 27 days after being deserted, but

whether it ultimately survived, we do not

know, since it disappeared from its usual

hauling-out places.

Since the pup’s instinct to follow its mother

is strong, we presume that the mother, after

her supply of milk has been exhausted, slips

away and deserts her pup while it is sleeping.

This was the case when the mother deserted

MS-12. Mother and pup were seen sleeping

on the beach at 0300. By noon when we
visited the area, we found the sleeping pup
alone and the mother was not subsequently

seen.

After it is deserted by its mother, the pup
remains near the location of its birth. Pup
MS- 10 was frequently observed as it played in

the water or slept near its birth site until it

was 50 days old, when it was found sleeping

about a half-mile away. After this it was occa-

sionally seen at various places along the

shore of Eastern Island over a mile from its

birth place.

Swimming

The pup is able to swim at birth. Whenpup

MS- 12 was taken from its mother for tagging

Fig. 10. A monk seal pup, satiated after a nursing period, sleeps on its back. After approximately 3 weeks of

supplying milk for her pup, the mother here shows considerable loss of weight. Light hair, an indication of the

postnatal molt, is visible on the pup’s muzzle, Midway Atoll, April 22, 1957 (KWK 57-16-3).
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Fig. 11. The mother monk seal characteristically attempts to keep her newly born pup under her muzzle or

behind her when closely approached. The extreme obesity of the female at parturition is illustrated. Kure Atoll,

June 5, 1957 (KWK 57-18^30).

and weighing on the day of its birth, it was

moved down the beach parallel to the water

for about 50 yards. By the time we had fin-

ished with it, its bellowing mother had joined

it. She immediately led the pup to the water

and both swam slowly along the beach until

opposite the place of birth. Here the mother

hauled out and led the pup to the spot from

which we had removed it. The pup swam
weakly, head high, and mainly with its

front flippers.

Mother and pup usually remain on the

beach for the first few days. The first time we
saw a mother in the water (under undisturbed

conditions) with her pup was the fourth day

after birth. From this time, she spends short

periods during the day swimming along the

shore, closely followed by her pup, after

which the two return to the general area

where the pup was born. The mother spends

much time on the beach where she lies facing

the water while her pup frolics a yard or two
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away in the shallows. As weaning approaches,

mother and pup spend more time in the

water and may go 100-200 yards from the

beach.

Recognition of Pups by Mothers

When mother and pup are disturbed by

humans, or when they are crawling along the

beach, they keep in contact by a continuous

series of calls, the mother bellowing and the

pup bleating. When a pup is out of sight of

its mother, she locates it by its bleating and

crawls in the direction of the sound.

On May 4, when pups MS-12 and MS-13
were 33 days old and after MS- 12 had been

deserted by its mother, both pups were taken

to a common location for weighing. As usual,

the mother of MS- 13 followed. After weigh-

ing MS- 12, we released it on the beach, and

then carried MS- 13 behind a dune out of

sight of its mother, so that she would not

interfere with the weighing. When the mother

of MS- 13 noticed her pup was gone, she

looked about and immediately noticed pup

MS- 12, which was bleating. She crawled rap-

idly to it, sniffed it several times, then turned

away and continued her search for her own
pup, indicating that a mother recognizes her

pup by smell.

A few minutes later pup MS- 12 approached

MS-13’s mother and tried to nurse. She did

not at first object. However, when her own
pup was returned, she became confused and

very excited. She lunged at and bit both pups.

A brief interval of bleating, bellowing turmoil

followed. The mother bit both pups several

more times and grasping them in her teeth

she attempted to toss them both away from

her. Pup MS- 12 soon became discouraged

and hastened to leave. Pup MS- 13 continued

to approach his mother’s face, but still con-

fused, she bit at him and he angrily bit back

at her. The mother then proceeded toward the

water, her pup following. Exhausted by the

exertion, she soon stopped, and when her

pup approached bleating, she nuzzled and

accepted it. Within five minutes, she was

nursing her pup and MS- 12 was not seen to

approach her again.

Care and Defense of Young

The mother monk seal shows considerable

affection toward her young. The pup often

rubs and nuzzles its mother’s head and neck,

and the mother sniffs and nuzzles her pup in

an affectionate way. When a bleating, fright-

ened pup is allowed to return to its mother,

she usually places her head and neck over it

protectively (Fig. 11), and the bleats of the

pup are answered by deep moaning sounds

from the mother. This behavior is in marked

contrast to that of the Alaska fur seal mother

which, other than to nurse it, shows little re-

gard for her pup. Rarely, and only within a

few hours after birth, a mother fur seal will

remain near her pup or attempt to drag it

with her when she is frightened and other

animals are departing.

From the time her pup is born until she de-

serts it, the mother monk seal normally re-

mains aggressive toward humans and other

seals, except toward other nursing females

with whomshe is loosely associated. In order

to tag and to obtain weights and measure-

ments of pups, it was necessary for one of us

to divert the mother while the other made off

with the pup.

On the day that pup MS-13 was born, it

was taken from its mother for tagging and

weighing. While one of us diverted the

mother, the other dragged the pup behind a

sand dune. The mother, occupied with her

tormentor, failed to miss her pup until it was

beyond her range of vision. When she missed

it she first dashed toward the water, looking

frantically about. Seeing no sign of her pup

there, she turned rapidly about in several,

circles, constantly peering behind her and

bellowing. Soon she heard the bleating of

her pup and proceeded in the direction of the

sound. This mother remained unusually ag-

gressive in protecting her pup until shortly

before deserting it at the end of the nearly

6- week nursing period.
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On one occasion, we were weighing pup

MS-12 recently deserted by its mother. Pup

MS"13 and his mother were more than 100

yards away in the lagoon. Hearing the bleat-

ing of MS- 12, the mother of MS-13 swam
rapidly toward us, head raised and bellowing,

her pup following closely behind. She con-

tinued her charge onto the beach for 10 feet

or more, to within about 2 yards of us.

On another occasion, when MS-12 and his

mother were swimming near the shore, we
went to the water’s edge to photograph the

two. With head held high and mouth open

in threat display, the mother charged to the

beach, left the water, and pursued us up the

beach for a distance of 20 feet (Fig. 12). She

quickly returned to the water, but repeated

the performance when we again went to the

¥/ater’s edge. Re-entering the water, she was

about 50 yards from shore and did not see us

as we approached the water’s edge a third

time. Therefore, we yelled loudly at her and

Fig. \2a. A mother monk seal, her pup dimly visible

beneath the surface behind her, displays threat be-

havior when charging human observers on the beach.

Midway Atoll, May 4, 1957 (KWK 57-17-29).
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once again she charged to shore as before.

We found that this behavior was quite de-

pendable and facilitated the capture of her

pup for weighing, since the pup always fol-

lowed close to its mother. The same behavior

was noted among mother seals at Kure, with

the exception of one female which bellowed

and opened her mouth in threat display at a

distance of about 50 yards offshore, but re-

fused to charge onto the beach.

One exceptionally aggressive mother be-

gan a charge on the beach while her newly

born pup was in front of her. If we had not

changed the direction of her charge by mov-

ing to one side, she would have crushed her

pup. Although she crushed it only slightly

under her chest, it appeared for a few mo-
ments to be dazed by having its breath ex-

pelled under her weight.

At Pearl and Hermes Reef in late May,

1956, "Torn Frazier, a fisherman, was attacked

by an adult seal while spear fishing in about

six feet of water near a beach where several

new pups and adults were observed. The seal

swam rapidly and directly at Frazier with its

mouth open and turned away only after being

poked repeatedly with a fish spear,” (E. C.

Jones, FWS, in lit.)

The mother of MS- 13 would charge at us

anywhere along a nearly half-mile stretch of

beach, at a considerable distance from the place

her pup was born. The display of hostility

should probably be interpreted as behavior in

defense of her pup rather than defense of

a territory.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERSANDGROWTH

Dentition

The tiny milk teeth are apparently resorbed

before birth, as in other phocids. When the

skull of a 9-pound prematurely born pup

(BDM 491) was cleaned, only one of these

small teeth could be found.

At birth, the gums of the monk seal pup

are almost smooth. Slight irregularities on the

surface indicate the position of unerupted

teeth, especially the postcanines. At age 27
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Fig. \2b. Charging from the water and accompanied closely by her pup, a mother monk seal leaves the water

to threaten the photographer. Midway Atoll, May 4, 1957 (KWK 57-17-25).

days all permanent lower teeth were erupted.

In the upper jaw, the canines and incisors had

erupted but only the posterior (fifth) post-

canines showed. By the age of 46 days, all

teeth were approximately 3 to 5 mm. above

the gums.

The adult dentition is (I 2/2, C 1/1,

PC 5/5) X 2 = 32.

Pelage and Molt

NATALPELAGE: On Eebruary 27, an aborted

9-pound fetus was found. It was covered

winh soft black hair, 3 to 6 mm. long, which

was slightly and variably curled, giving the

surface an irregular ridged appearance. The

first three digits of the right front flipper were

tipped with white, and there was a small white

patch on the belly.

At birth the pup is covered with soft coal-

black hair 4 to 8 mm. long, appearing almost

velvety, except that the direction of growth

can be felt by rubbing with the hand. Rarely

a flipper is white tipped at birth but this

feature disappears with the first molt.

POSTNATALMOLT: Four male pups (MS-9,

10, 12, and 13) were observed at frequent but

irregular intervals of several days or weeks

from birth to the age of more than 2 months.

The rate of molt varied somewhat among
individuals. The size of the mother, at the

time the pup is born, influences the growth

of the pup, and thus indirectly the rate of

molt. The pup of a female of maximum size

reached a large size before weaning and com-

pleted its molt more quickly than a pup that

was weaned earlier and at a smaller size by a

thinner mother.

The natal hairs fall out individually, not

attached to pieces of cuticle as in older ani-

mals. The new hair grows in first on the face,

chest, neck, and sides. The last areas to lose

the natal coat on several pups were the lower

back, sides of the abdomen, mid-ventral pos-

terior, abdominal area, and hind flippers.

At age 20 days, a whitish tinge is evident on

the muzzle. Light hairs, hidden beneath the

black coat, protrude above the surface of the

skin, particularly on the neck and chest. At

this stage, the black body hair may be pulled

out without difficulty. At age 30 days, the

black hair is falling rapidly. Whenwe handled

the pups, our hands became coated with hair.
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The black coat begins to appear "moth-

eaten” and has faded from jet black to a dark

chocolate brown. At age 39 days, MS-9 had

patches of faded natal hair clinging to the

lower back, sides, and abdomen, nearly meet-

ing along the mid-ventral line, between the

anal and penile openings. At this time, MS-

10, the same age as MS-9 but larger, had

completed its molt.

By the time the black pup coat is entirely

lost, the first postnatal pelage has completely

grown in.

ADULT AND SUBADULTPELAGE: After the

postnatal molt, the ventral areas are silvery

white, darkening to light silvery gray on the

sides and dorsally to dark slate gray faintly

tinged with a silvery sheen. When wet, the
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back appears dark sooty brown (Fig. 13).

When the new pelage is fresh, immediately

after molting, no yellowish tinge is evident.

However, after about a month the light belly

may, for unknown reasons, take on a slight

yellowish tinge. Before the end of its first

year, the pup becomes quite yellowish.

Yearlings and 2-year-olds of both sexes are

lighter than older animals.

The color of all adult monk seals observed

in fresh pelage was unmarked silvery white or

light silvery gray ventrally and dark silvery

tinged brown or slate gray dorsally. As the

hair ages, the silvery tinge is lost, the ventral

surface takes on a decidedly yellowish color

and dorsally the hair becomes dull brown,

darker in some individuals than in others.

Fig. 13. Male monk seal pup aged 39 days and recently weaned. The black natal coat has been completely lost.

The pelage is marked by water splashes. Note extreme obesity. Midway Atoll, May 2, 1957 (KWK 57-17-17).
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This is the usual pelage color of winter and

early spring.

Adult males are generally darker than fe-

males. Some appear almost blackish on their

backs and sides. However, a very large dark

female was seen, and a nearly adult male was

as light as any female seen.

The length of hair on an adult male (BDM
490) ranged from 2 mm. on the flippers to

9 mm. on the belly. The individual hairs are

quite stiff and when dry stand fairly erect.

ADULT MOLT: In the subtropical climate of

the Leeward Chain, the air temperatures are

mild and comparatively uniform (see cli-

mate) and seasonally the hours of daylight

vary less than at higher latitudes. As might

be expected under such conditions, the molt-

ing of various individuals is spread over a

long period.

The first molting adult, a large female, was

seen on May 13. Her molt was complete ex-

cept for a few irregular ragged patches of

loose skin and hair on the lower back. A sub-

adult male, partially molted, was seen on

May 23. Among a group of 66 seals seen on

June 5, 8 adults and 2 subadults were in the

process of molting. Thirteen adults were

closely observed on the same day. Of these,

2 had completed their molt and 3 had not

begun to molt. Among 8 subadults, 7 had

not yet molted and in 1 the molt was one-

third complete. Molting subadults were ob-

served on July 29, August 15, and November

18, 1957; molting adults as late as September

10 and 20, and October 1 and 11.

In general, adults appear to molt earlier

than subadults. However, no adult females,

either in fresh pelage or in the process of

molt, were seen with nursing pups. Because

of the extent of the pupping season, it is

probable that some adult females do not be-

gin their molt until midsummer or later.

A subadult male captured in October, 1955,

and held in the Waikiki Aquarium molted in

the fall of 1955 and again in April of 1957,

and a female in October of 1957 (S. W. Tinker

and K. A. Wong, in lit.).

The molt begins around the face and neck,

proceeding posteriorly along the belly and

sides, so that the central dorsal region and

hind flippers are last to molt.

Molts subsequent to the first postnatal

molt, except for their progression from an-

terior to posterior and from ventral to dorsal,

are quite different from the first molt. The
process of molting for the elephant seal is

described by Laws (1956). It is said to be

"unique, not only among the pinnipeds but

among the mammals,” and has been called

"reptile-like.” Wewere, therefore, interested

‘to observe that Laws’ description of the molt

in the elephant seal applies remarkably well

to that of the adult and subadult Hawaiian

monk seal.

When the faded brown and straw-colored

hair sloughs off during the spring and sum-

mer, it comes off in sheets and patches (Fig.

14) still imbedded in the outer layer of the

epidermis (Fig. 15). One patch of shed skin

and hair picked up from the beach beside a

sleeping adult female, measured roughly

170x100 mm. The hair roots protruded 1

mm. from the lower side, and the old hair

8-10 mm. from the top. When this animal

was examined from a distance of about 2 feet,

it appeared that where the hair and adhering

epidermis had been freshly lost, little or no

new hair yet protruded from the blackish,

rough skin. However, on the chest and shoul-

ders, the slightly protruding new growth gave

the surface a faint silvery sheen.

No animal was seen to roll or scratch to aid

the loss of loose patches of skin and hair.

Molting seals seemed to behave as usual, both

in and out of the water, except for one adult

male on October 1 which was reluctant to

enter the water and charged the observer with

threat display. The captive animal mentioned

above fasted during the several weeks of

molting. However, the female captured in

August, 1955, "ate a fish or two a day but

without any spirit” while molting (S. W.
Tinker and K. A. Wong, in lit.).
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Fig. 14. Molting adult female, ventral view. Sloughing of hair and epidermis during the molt begins around

the head and neck, progressing posteriorly and ventrally. The lower back and hind flippers are last to complete

the molt. Green Island, Kure Atoll, June 5, 1957 (KWK 57-22-3).

Growth and Body Size

PUPS and yearlings: Seal pups and year-

lings were weighed on 100-pound capacity

Chatillon spring scales (Fig. 16). When an

animal exceeded the capacity of the scale, two

were used in combination. A steel tape was

used to measure living pups and yearlings.

Because they squirmed energetically, the

length measurements (straight line, tip of

nose to tip of tail) are not exact. However, the

error probably does not exceed ± 1-2 cm.

and the mean values are, therefore, useful.

Measurements other than standard length

were virtually impossible to obtain with our

technique from living yearlings.

At birth, the pup weighs about 35 to 38

pounds and its length is roughly 95 to 100

cm. (Table 10). At the age of 17 days, the

weight of pup MS- 13 had doubled; at age 28

days, its weight had tripled; and when last

weighed during the nursing period, at the

age of 37 days, its birth weight had nearly

quadrupled (Fig. 17). At Midway, the mean
weight of three normal pups at the time of

weaning was 133 pounds (Fig. 12). At Kure,

the largest nursing pup observed had an esti-

mated weight of 150 pounds; the estimated

weights of recently weaned pups ranged from

95 to 160 pounds. The length and girth of

only one normal pup at the time of weaning

was recorded. This pup (MS- 13) weighed 142

pounds, its length was 122.5 cm. and its

girth was 108.3 cm. Its "'degree of fatness”

was, therefore, 88.4 (c/. Laws, 1953; Sivertsen,

1941; Smirnov, 1924).

After the pup is weaned, it steadily loses

weight. Since it has grown relatively little in

length during the nursing period, it is ex-

ceedingly fat when weaned (Fig. 13) and ap-

parently takes no interest in food. (The

apparent increase in weight shown for MS- 10
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TABLE 10

Weights and Lengths of Living

Hawaiian Monk Seals

DATE, SEX AGE weight length^
1957 (lbs.) (cm.)

April 2 cT' 1 day 36 97.5

April 2 c7 1 day 38 95.0

March 27 ... . c7 4 days 44 102.5

March 27 ... . c7 4 days 46 100.0

Mean for newly born pups . . . 41 98.75

January 14. . .

.

c7 yearling 112 128.0

March 5 9 yearling 69 114.0

March 5 c7 yearling 102 129.0

March 5 9 yearling 92 130.0

March 5 9 yearling 111 145.0

March 5 c7 yearling 108 136.0

Mean for yearlings 99 130.3

^ Straight line, tip of nose to tip of tail, animals lying on
their bellies.

probably may be attributed to an error in

reading the scales.) Considerable observation

will be necessary to ascertain when the pup

begins to maintain itself by feeding.

The mean weight of six yearlings was 99

pounds, and their mean leiigth 130.3 cm.

(Table 10). It is interesting to note that the

length of yearlings increases little over that

of the newly weaned pup and that newly

weaned pups usually weigh considerably more

than yearlings. Similar conditions have been

shown in other pinnipeds (Scheffer and Wilke,

1953). This indicates that the adjustment

from nursing to an independent existence,

when the animal must obtain its own food,

is strenuous. The substantial store of blubber

is undoubtedly a valuable store of nourish-

ment during early attempts to find food.

SUBADULTS AND ADULTS: A young seal,

judged to be a yearling, weighed 119 pounds

on July 21, 1957, shortly after capture. On
September 2, 1957, it weighed 134 pounds

and on February 5, 1958, 200 ^ 25 pounds,

estimated (G. H. Pournelle, m lit.). If a curve

is projected on the basis of these weights, it

appears possible that the monk seal may ap-
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proach adult size in its third year. A rapid

growth rate might be expected, since related

forms, the Weddell and crabeater seals, are

believed to attain adult size in 1 year (Ber-

tram, 1940).

On February 2, 1957, four adult male monk
seals were examined as they lay sleeping on a

small islet at Midway. All were about the

same size. The one estimated to be slightly

largest was shot (now BDM490). It was cut

up and weighed in sections on a 100-pound

capacity spring scale. Measurements and

weights are recorded below.

Measurements:

Total length^ 2,142 mm.
(7 ft. Vk in.)

Front flippers^ 369 mm.
Hind flippers^ 342 mm.
Tail 170 mm.

(approx.)

Rectum to penile opening. . . 380 mm.
Girth behind flippers 1,300 mm,
Large intestine, length 1,410 mm.
Small intestine, length 2,200 cm.

(64 ft. 8 in.)

Thickness of blubber,

mid-belly region:

outer layer 27-29 mm.
inner layer 15-16 mm.

Total 42-45 mm.
Weights (pounds):

Stomach and contents 8.5

Liver and gall bladder 11.5

Intestines 19.5

Kidneys 2.5

Heart 1.6

Remainder of carcass 336.4

Total 380.0

^ Tip of nose to tip of tail, animal lying on its back.
2 Flippers held at right angle to body, measured

along anterior margin.

No adult females were collected. The length

of a large living female measured as it lay flat

on its belly on a smooth sand beach, was

7 feet 8 inches; her weight was estimated at

600 pounds. Fully adult females, in general,

appeared larger than males. Pregnant and

newly postpartum females are far more obese

than any male seen. One large female was

estimated to weigh about 575 pounds im-

mediately after the birth of her pup. This
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Fig. 15. Cross section of molted hair and epidermis
from an adult monk seal. The old faded hair protrudes
8-10 mm. above and the roots 2 mm. below the thin

epidermal tissue. Kure Atoll, June 5, 1957 (KWK
57-20-8).

estimate was first made visually. At the end

of the nursing period, it was estimated that

the mother’s weight approximated that of the

weighed adult male (380 pounds). Since her

pup gained approximately 100 pounds during

the 37-day nursing period and it is presumed

that the mother lost about 2 pounds for every

1 gained by her pup {cf. Laws, 1953), we
considered the original estimate quite valid.

ASSOCIATIONS WITH OTHERORGANISMS

Parasites

Samples of all parasites found in an adult

male monk seal, killed on February 2, 1957,

at Midway Atoll, were preserved and dis-

tributed through Dr. R. A. Rausch to two
other specialists. In the future, certain of

their findings may be published. A general

synopsis of the information now available

is presented.
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Nematodes, Contracaecum turgidum: The
esophagus (sample 1, USNMHelm. Coll.

38081) contained a number of minute larvae

and a few adults which were much smaller

than the approximately 200 individuals which

occupied the stomach (sample 2, USNM
Helm. Coll. 38080). In addition, a number of

individuals were collected from the anterior

and posterior portions of the small intestine.

Specimens were identified by Mrs. M. B.

Chitwood. This species was originally de-

scribed by Chapin from material collected

from the Hawaiian monk seal in 1925. The

genus has been recorded from many pinnipeds

of the Pacific coast.

Acanthocephalans, Corynosoma sp.: Speci-

mens were collected from the anterior portion

of the small intestine where they resembled

grains of white sand attached to the mucosa.

Dr. Yves J. Golvan suspects them of being

undescribed. The genus is widely distributed

in marine mammals.

Cestodes, Diphyllobothrium sp.: The small

intestine was heavily infested with cestodes.

Our field notes indicate that the smaller

worms were found in the anterior part of the

small intestine while the larger ones were in

Fig. 16. Weighing male monk seal pup MS- 12.

Pups and yearlings were weighed on one or a combi-

nation of two 100-pound-capacity spring scales. Mid-

way Atoll, May 29, 1957 (KWK 57-18-16).
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the posterior. Dr. Rausch informs us that he

has separated the specimens into three forms

as yet unidentified.

Algae

Almost all seals observed in the field have

areas of their pelage tinged greenish by a

growth of minute green algae, Pringsheimiella

scutata (Reinke) Schmidt and Petrack (Fig.

17). According to Yale Dawson, who identi-

fied it, this algae is a widespread species

epiphytic on various slender green algae. The

size and shape of the seal hair seem to be

ideal for the growth of this plant. This is ap-

parently the first time it has been found grow-

ing on the hair of mammals. On the seals it

grows most abundantly around the eyes, nos-

trils, and lips, in the axillae of the fore and

hind flippers, between the digits, and along

the side of the body. These are the parts of

the pelage least subject to drying when the

animals are on land, and for that reason are

presumably most favorable for the growth of

the algae. Animals remaining several days on
land lost the greenish tinge. One very notice-

able fact is that the yearling seals have a much
more abundant growth of algae than do the

adults. Pringsheimiella differs greatly from the

strands of Enteromorpha reported from the

grey seal, Halichoerus grypus (Mackenzie,

1954), and the harbor seal, Phoca vitulina

(Scheffer and Slipp, 1944), and from Ecto-

carpus found on fur seals.

Fig. 17. Growth curves of four male Hawaiian monk seal pups from birth to several weeks after weaning. Dots

indicate actual weights. Variation in the length of the nursing period appeared dependent on the obesity of the

mother at parturition, the most obese mothers nursing their pups for the longest period.
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Fig. 18. Subadult monk seal. Dark patches above eye and on mu22 le indicate green algae {Pringsheimiella)

growth. The characteristic mode of progression on land is demonstrated. Midway Atoll, February 2, 1957

(KWK 57-3-5).

Flies

Flies frequently cause seals considerable

annoyance. They often cluster about the eyes

of sleeping seals. On one occasion, a large

female was resting under the Scaevola along

the upper beach line. Swarms of flies clustered

on one of her eyes; at intervals of several

seconds, she brushed them away with her

foreflipper. After this occurred several times,

she crawled onto the open sand where the

breeze was strong enough to keep the flies

away. Flies swarmed around two open, fester-

ing wounds on the back of an old female

hauled out on the beach.

On May 4, 1957, we collected several flies

found swarming on a healthy subadult seal on

Eastern Island. These were identified by

Charles R. Joyce, as follows; Lucilia graphita

Shannon, Chrysomyia megacephala Fab., Phoe-

nicia sericata (Meigen).

Birds

The islets and beaches where seals haul out

are the nesting grounds of thousands of black-

footed albatrosses {Diomedea nigripes) and

Laysan albatrosses {Diomedea immutabilis)

.

Thus, the birds are frequently in the proximity

of seals. Wewatched an adult Laysan alba-

tross gaze curiously at a sleeping seal. After

slowly walking around the animal, it paused

near its head, then reached out and gingerly

pecked the seal on the nose. Lurching vio-

lently, the seal awoke and the startled alba-

tross took flight. A basking seal threatened a

curious black-footed albatross with open

jaws. An adult seal threatened an albatross

chick which happened to be in its line of

travel toward the sea. The chick returned the

threats with an aggressive display of beak

snapping. When only inches separated the

two, the seal altered its course, avoiding the

chick which it surely would otherwise have

crushed.

On January 31, 1957, we observed a seal,

presumably feeding in shallow water north of

Eastern Island. Two great frigate birds (Fre-

gata minor) were flying about 50 feet above it.

Several times the birds dropped down to

snatch bits of refuse from the surface— pos-

sibly the intestines of fish (the Mediterranean

monk seal is said to remove the intestines by

squeezing before swallowing the rest of the

fish).

SUMMARY

1. The Hawaiian monk seal [Monachus
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schauinslandi) is similar to the Weddell seal

{Leptonychotes weddelli) in several aspects of

behavior. The molt is epidermal, similar to

that of elephant seals {Mirounga)

.

Monk seals

more nearly resemble the Lobodontinae and

Cystophorinae than the Phocinae. It is sug-

gested that the Hawaiian monk seal may be

only racially distinct from the Caribbean

monk seal {M. tropicalis).

2. The Hawaiian monk seal breeds only in

the Leeward Chain of the Hawaiian Islands,

on Kure Atoll, Midway Atoll, Pearl and

Hermes Reef, Lisianski Island, Laysan Island,

and French Frigate Shoals. They have occa-

sionally been reported from Maro Reef and

Nihoa Island. In the main Hawaiian Islands,

they are rarely seen. Sightings are recorded

from Hawaii, Oahu, Kauai, and Lehua.

3. Monk seals appear to have few obvious

adaptations to their tropical or subtropical

environment. Like phocids of cooler regions,

they are covered by a thick layer of blubber.

A body temperature (35.5°C.), lower than

temperatures recorded from seals inhabiting

cooler climates, the black skin and black

pelage of the pup may have significance in

this respect.

4. Habitat requirements include shallow

waters (usually near coral reefs) for feeding,

sandspits and beaches for hauling grounds,

and permanent islets or beaches above high

tide for pupping areas.

5. Hawaiian monk seals were nearly ex-

terminated during the nineteenth century,

but have now successfully repopulated their

former range. Aerial censuses and ground

counts in 1956-57 placed the minimum pop-

ulation at 1,013 in the summer of 1957. This

included 94 pups, but the count of pups was

incomplete at some atolls. Other uncounted

seals were undoubtedly at sea.

6. Sex was ascertained in a sample of 154

animals including all age groups. Of these

animals, 75 were males and 79 females.

7. The annual reproductive rate (births per

100 animals older than pups) is rather low:

about 22 per cent at uninhabited Kure Atoll,

and 8 per cent at Midway Atoll where the

seals are subject to human disturbance. Field

observations suggest that many adult fe-

males miss pregnancy each year.

8. Natural mortality among monk seals,

both juvenile and adult, appears to be low.

At Midway Atoll, six yearling seals were

tagged and five pups were born in 1957, sug-

gesting a high survival rate during the first

year. A few monk seals carried large scars on

their bodies; one apparently died of wounds
inflicted by sharks.

9. At Midway Atoll, results of tagging in-

dicate that all of the seals range widely in the

lagoon, and share a common home range.

Seasonally, seals are most numerous on land

during winter months. Daily, they are most

numerous on land during the afternoon.

10. While swimming, monk seals regularly

use their front flippers, although their hind

flippers and fishlike undulation of the body

provide the chief means of propulsion.

11. Two distinct vocal sounds are uttered:

a deep-throated, soft, bubbling sound (often

with mouth closed), and various bellowing

sounds.

12. Monk seals are genetically tame, but

display threat behavior when closely ap-

proached or annoyed, both on land and in

the water.

13. No marked social organization was ob-

served. The seals are apparently sexually pro-

miscuous. Courtship behavior was observed

from early March to early July.

14. The most important food items in the

contents of two seal stomachs were conger

eels {Ariosoma) and moray eels {Echidna and

Gymnothorax)\ other items included flatfish

(Bothus) and cephalopods (octopi.^). Appar-

ently the monk seal is primarily a nocturnal

bottom feeder, at least while frequenting

atolls.

15. The single young is born sometime be-

tween late December or January and late June

or early July, the majority during April and

May. When newly born pups were observed,

birth had taken place at night or early morn-
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ing. In three cases the fetal membranes had

been detached within a few hours after birth.

16. The mother nurses the pup from four

abdominal nipples and apparently fasts dur-

ing the entire nursing period. Weaning nor-

mally takes place when the pup is about 5

weeks old, at which time the mother de-

serts it.

17. The pup can swim at birth but may not

normally take to water until the fourth day,

after which it spends considerable time in the

shallows daily.

18. Whenmoving on land, or when out of

sight of each other, mother and pup keep in

contact vocally. The mother apparently recog-

nizes her pup by smell. The pup follows its

mother closely when she moves about on

land and in the water.

19. The mother is affectionate towards her

pup, and defends it aggressively from humans
and from other seals (except other nursing

females)

.

20. The milk teeth are resorbed before

birth. The gums are smooth and toothless at

birth. At 27 days after birth, all lower teeth

and upper incisors, canines and posterior

postcanines were erupted. At 46 days, all

teeth were above the gums.

21. During the postnatal molt, the hairs

are shed individually. This occurs from about

age 20 to 40 days, varying with individuals.

22. The adult molt is epidermal, the outer

layer of the epidermis sloughing off in large

patches. This occurs between May and No-
vember, with the majority of animals molting

in June, Parous females do not molt until

after the pup is weaned.

23. At birth, pups weigh 35 to 38 pounds.

In 5 weeks, they nearly quadruple their weight

(average: 133 pounds). After weaning, weight

decreases. The average weight of six year-

lings was 99 pounds.

24. The growth of a young captive was

rapid, indicating that adult size may be ap-

proached in the third year. A typical adult

male, 7 feet long, weighed 380 pounds. Fe-

males average larger; a living 7-foot 8-inch
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female’s weight was estimated at 6OOpounds;

this animal was one of the largest we observed.

25. An adult male monk seal was heavily

parasitized by Contracaecum turgidum and

three species of Diphylkbothrium. An unknown
species of Corymsoma was less abundant.

26. The pelage of many seals contains a

growth of minute green algae, Pringsheimiella

scutata. Several species of flies (Lucilia gra-

phita, Chrysomyia megacephala^ and Phoenicia

sericata) cause seals considerable annoyance.

There is negligible interspecific friction be-

tween albatrosses {Diomedea nigripes and D.

immutahilis) and seals. Frigate birds {Fregata

minor) were observed following feeding seals

to gather scraps.
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